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TURBULENCE TIME AND LENGTH SCALES IN AN 

·URBAN ENVIRONMENT 

ABSTRACT 

As a portion of a study to provide meteorological information for use 
in development of vertical· and short take-off and landing aircraft for 
operation to and from an urban environment, extensive turbulence measure
ments have been made at three locations in Seattle, Washington. In this 
paper, data obtained from these measurements are examined to determine the 
characteristics of turbulence time and length scales in an urban environment. 

The behavior of the average time and length scales is found to depend 
only upon the wind spe.ed and height above ground for the hori zonta 1 wind 
components and height above ground for the vertical component. Models are 
developed for the length scales. Time and length scales for each component 
of the wind are distributed in a log-normal manner with constant standard 
deviations. These standard deviations are given for each site and 
component. 
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Introduction 

The development of a short-haul air transportation system using 
vertical and short take-off and landing (V/STOL) aircraft may ultimately 
result in operating scheduled commercial aircraft from airports in built
up urban areas. To provide for satisfactory development of this system 
and to ensure the safe and expeditious operation of V/STOL aircraft, 
Battelle-Northwest was requested to evaluate potential meteorological 
problems associated with aircraft terminal operations in this environment. 
During the course of this evaluation a number of deficiencies were noted·· 
in the existing meteorological information on the urban environment. The 
results of the evaluation are discussed in a previous report (Ramsdell 
and Powe 11 , 1973). · 

Among the· information deficiencies noted the most serious were related 
to atmospheric turbulence. An extensive meteorological measurement program 
has been conducted in Seattle~ Washington, to provide additional information 
in these areas. Three measurement sites were selected to represent typical 
V/STOL port locations, and turbulence measurements were made·on towers at 
each site using three-component propeller anemometers. Two of the sites 
are shown in Figure 1. The third site was about 430 m west of the runway 
at the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, 12 miles south of the Seattle 
city center. This site was used as a reference to permit comparison of . 
urban turbulence data with data taken simultaneously at a conventio~a1 air
port. Of the two sites in the urban area the Lake Union site, which repre
sented a typical ground level STQL port site, was the primary data acquisi
tion location. It·was.located approximately 1 mile downwind of the 
built-up portion of the city under the prevailing southerly winds. 
Thirteen anemometers wer~ installed on an array of eight towers at this 
site, although only the data from four anemometers on a single towe~ will 
be discussed. ·Thes~ anemometers were located 69, 12.6, 24.8 and 48.2 m 
above the terrain. The second urban measurement site was the KIXI radio 
transmitter tower located on the roof of the Tower 801Apartments. Ane
mometers·were installed at 6.7 and 25.0 m above the roof .(77.1 and 95.4 m 
above ground). These instruments were l/4 to 1/2 mile directly downwind 
of the tallest build1ngs 1n Seattle when the wind was from the p~evailing 
direction. The KIXI site was selected to represent conditions typical of 
roof-top VTOL ports.· 

Two data collection programs were conducted during the study. The 
first was a climatological data collection program i·n which measurements 
were made for approximately 5 m-Inutes every 2 hours and the second was 
an intensive measurement program in which data were collected continuously 
for up to 12 hours du~ing selected periods. Data from both programs will 
be discussed. In each program all signals were sampled at a nominal rate 
of 2 Hz. Details of the anemometers, their response and errors, are 
discussed by .Holmes, et al., (1964), Hicks (1972) and Horst (1973), 
among others. 
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FIGURE 1. Topography of the Area Surrounding the Urban Measurement Sites. 
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·. · In the case of the atmospheric boundary 1 ayer over a horizontally
homogeneous surface of uniformly distributed small roughness elements 
turbulence theory is reasonably well developed. There is no~ priori 
reason why techniques and theory developed for these conditions should 
applY'fn ·the urban area. ·Yet, for lack of a suitable alternative~ the·· 
data obtained i~ Seattle were tfeat~d ;in the manner of data obtai~ed-in 
other turbulence :programs· (Elderkin et ·al.;: 1971 ;· 1972) .. 

:· j" ~. ·. • . ... : i. .. 

As promi-sed by the title, the topic.to -be discussed 'iS the modeling 
of turbulence time ind length.scales in an urban·environment. This. topic· 
is particularly rel~vant to V/STOL aircraft since their:de~elopment: is 
still.'in 'its ·infancy~ ··Flight simulation is being used in both the design 
and certification of these aircraft and that requires the simulation of 
atmospheric turbulence. In turn, turbulence simulation, at the current 
state-of-the-art, requires s.pecification of a spectral model, an rms 
gust velocity and a turbulence length scale. It is the turbulence length 
scale which governs the position of the spectra and thus the distribution 
of turbulent kinetic energy in wave-number space. · 

Basic Relationships 

The basic relationships involved in development of the length-scale 
models were as follows. A turbulence time scale for ·a given component 
can be defined by 

(1} 

where Ty is the time scale, Ry(t) is the auto~correlation funGtion for the. 
component, t is the time lag and y is a free subscript which indicates 
that time scale and auto-correlation function may be different for each 
component. Utilizing Taylor•s hypothesis these time scales may be trans
for~ed into length scales parallel with the mean wind direction according 
to· 

(2) 

where u is the mean wind speed at the measurement height and Ly is the 
length scale. Following Kaimal et al., (1972) it is further assumed that 
the wave length at which the peak of a frequency multiplied spectrum 
occurs (Am)y is related to the integral length scale defined in 
Equation (2J by 
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2nA L = 2nA uT y y y y 

. . 
where Ay is a con~tant coefficient whi_ch may depend upon the. choice of 
spectral forms as .well as wind component. For this study. the basic . 
formulation of Fichtl and McVehil {1970) was found-to fit the data rea
sonably well when the shape parameter r was set equal to 1 for the 
horizontal components and 5/3 for the vertical component. When the · 
observed values of 2.5~ 2.0 and·l.5 are used as the ratios of the 
longitudinal, lateral and vertical rms gust velocities to the friction 
velocity, u*, the following spectral forms result. For the horizontal 
wind components · 

k L I 

and for-the vertical component 

k Sw{k) 
2 cr 

y 

whel·e k I!:> Llle wave number and 

L = A L a A uT . y y y y y 

The basic problems are thus to model Ty and evaluate Ay. The data 
from the climatological ~easurement program were used to examine the 
hr.havior of Ty, wldle the data rr·um the intensive measurement program 
were used to evaluate A . 

y 
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Data Analysts 

In the analysis of the data, the origi'nal ti~e· series were edited to 
eliminate spurious signals and corrected for non-cosine response using 
Horst's ~echnique (l~Z2) .. ~he time series were detrended then subjected 
to ·spectral--analysis .... using --'Fast Fourier·Trans.form techni.qu_~~- Auto.- . 
correhtti ons were .. computed for e'ach. seri"es by transforma'ti on of the.: .. 
spectra, and finally time scales .were computed by numerical integration 
of the auto-correlations using the trapezoidal rule. The numerical 
integrations were C?-rried out for time lags up tl) 125 sec. for cltmato- ·· 
log-ical data and 250 sec for intensive measurement data. In both cases 
the;,_m_a:ximum value :attained by the integral. was selected- as. the time 
sca'l e. · 

The individual ,values were grouped by wind direction and speed fo.r: 
each height. and averaged .. Examination of these averages failed to 
reveal-a systemic variation of time scale as a function of direction. 
A separate examination of· the time scales obtained from data collected 
during the intensiye measurement periods. at Lake Union ,indicated that 
the variation of time scales with atmospheric stability was not signifi
cant in the urban area. As a result the ti_m_e .. sca 1 es were regrouped as 
a function of wind speed and height for furthe~ analysis. The results 
of this regrouping, are shown in .Table 1. These averages ·form the .basic. 
da tcr set useq in th_e mode.l : deve 1_ opment. · .. 

·::r··:·· ' ·'· . . . •' , 
-<· . .-.I.n per~~ing t_hedata-in this· table several.salient facts are to be 

noted. 
. .. . . 

• The time scales· for the horiz()ntal velocity componef!ts behave in a 
similar fashion. 

. . 
• The time scale ·for the verti_cal component behaves differently than 

those for the horizontal. 
' : ,. 

• The magnitude of horizontal velocitY time s·cales is essentially the 
same -:for a '11 ·sites w:i.thi n a .wind 5peed category. 

_, 
-l~ • 

•.. :·Ghe ho~izonta·l·velocity tirrie:·.scales.within-a wind speed category 
: -,d.o not .change ;;ignifi<;antly .with height. 

• The hori·zontal ·.velocity till!e _scal~s decre.ase slowly _with increasin~ 
wind. ~P~.ed. _;,_ ,:: . · ' · · 

• The ve~tical·y~_locitY-::time.-s~ale increases,with height. 
' 

• The vertical ·velocity time scale decreases rapidly with increasing 
wind speed. 

It is plain that the horizontal and-'vertical velocity''time··scales shouid ·. 
be modeled separately. The horizontal time scale behavior is less com
plicated and 1s therefore modeled first. 
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TABLE 1. The Variation of Integral Time Scales with Hei~ht 
and Wind Speed 

Mean Wind s2eed 
Site · Height .75 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 

u Component 

Lake Union 6.9 12 10 8.9 7~9 6.·9* 5.8* 
·12. 6 12 10 9.4 8.8 6.5 10.0* 5.5*' 
24.8 . 13 11 10 8.8 8.:9 6'. 1* 13.0*. 
48.2 13 11 10 10 9.0 9.2 10.0* 

KIXI 77.1 1? . ' 11 9.5 9.2 6.3 !:i.4* 
95.4 .. 12 10 9.0 7.8 . 7.5* ·5.7* 

SEA-TAC 7~ 1 11 ~ 9.2 7~8 7.9 6.1* 4.2* 
27.0 9.2 9.4 . ·8.6 8.2 7.7 7.4 

! 

v Com2onent 

Lake Union 6.9 12 9.2 7.4 . 6.4 6.2* 8.6* 
12.6 11 8.8 7.2 6.4 6·. 6 5.0* 3.5* 
24.8 12 9.2 7. 1 6.4 5.2 6.9* 3.0* 
48.2 ' . 13 10 7.8 6.0 4.6 5.2 8.9* 

KIXI n., 8.7 9.1 7.4 6.3 6.4 4.7"' 
%-.4 10 9.1 7. 0 . 6.3 7.0* 4.7* 

SEA-TAC 7.1 9.3 8.0 6.4 5.5 5.7* 6.3* 
27.0 . 12 . 8.2- 6.3 5.4 4.3 -4.4* 

w Component 

Lake Union 6.9 ·6.0 . ~ '2 . 2. 9 2.6 . , . 8*. 1.0* 
12.6 7.7 5.4 3.5 2.9 2.2 1.2* 2.4* 
·24.8 .. 8; 7 . ' 6.4· 4.'4 3.2 2.8 3:0* 2.0. 
48.2 9.6 . -8.7' . 6.6 4.3 3.0 3.3 3.5*. 

KlXI . 77.1 7:·o j 6.9 5.8 4.1 2.9· 2.1 * 
95.4 10 8.4 6.2 4.7 3.4* 3.2* 

SEA-TAC 7.1 4.0 ·. '3~ 9 2.9 .. 2.3 2. 1* 1.2* 
27.0 6.4 5.8 4.3 3.3 3. 1 3.1 * 

*Average of-1es~ than 20 observati~ns. . . . ~ 
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Length Scale Models 

The 'observations made with respect to the horizonta'l time scales 
indicate that they are not directly related to height and that they are 
only weakly related to wind speed. The relationship between th~se time 
scales and height is qualified.becquse in the atmospheric bo,undary laye·r 
the wind :speed does not remain constant with height. To exa~tne ~h~ 
relationship between wind speed and these time scales, data from Table ~ 
were plotted against the mean wind speed for each category ... Figure 2 
resulted. The bars through the points indicate the range of value~ in 
Table 1. 

- ·' 

The wind speed axis represents -the· ~i rid. speed of .the actua··l leve 1 
of measurement. The relati-onship between the time scales and wind.speed 
can be we 11 r.epre·s¢ritetl in both .. cases by the form 

:·•.; 

c 
T ( z ) =.· · · B . u.(.z ) · "( y y . 

(7) 

where By is a proportionality constant which may b'e different for the 
two components·.- · · The exponent for the··l ongitudinal time sea 1 e . is approxi
mately -0.2 and.that for the. lateral is -0.3. 

Now, returning to the consideration of horizontal component length 
scales Equation (2) may be rewritten 

l+c 
L (z) = B u(z) y y y . (8) 

The ·develu!Julent of a verticul lengt~ scale morlP.i'.is slightly· more 
complicated since the time scale varied _qpth wlth wind speed and height. 
To examine the ~ariation of vertiGal ·ti~e scale with height; the time 
scales in each wind speed .category in Table 1 were plotted separately 
as a function of the .. )i,n z'~' Figure 3 shows a composite result for~wind 
speed categorj es: between 2 and 8 m/s. Open and closed symbo.l s have 
been used tc(distinguish between data from adjacent speed classes. On 
the basis of the logarithmic: behavior evidenced in this figure, the 
time· scales, nor.malized by R.n .-z-were. -.plotted against wind speed. 
Figure 4:shows the result. Th~ v~~i~tiori is not that of a simple power 
law. However for wind speeds of interest in flight simulation, a simple 
power function may'be adequate. Continuing under that assumption, the 
relation$hij:f' su·gge~t~d ·is· · .. .. ···· · 

... .".' 

. ~ ~ .. • .. :; . t ' .... ; 1 t· ,<>.,·.·,. ,; . 



FIGURE 2. Horizontal Wind Component Time Scale Variation 
with Wind Speed. 
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(9) 

where Cy has the value of -0.8. Again assuming Taylor's hypothesis, the 
vertical velocity length scale model is 

( 10) 

Returning to ~onsideration of the length scales to be used to position 
the spectral model, Equation (6) may now be expanded in the following 
manner for the longitudinal components 

L ' · ( z) = · A B u ( z) 1 +cy , 
y . Y.. y 

and for the vertical component 

The values of By and cy were determined using data from both the 
climatological and intensive measurement programs. The values of AY· 
were evaluated in the following manner. The spectral models given 1n · 
Equations (4) and (5) were fit to composite spectra prepared from 
intensive.measur.ement data at Lake Union to determine L'y for: each 
component at eath height. These values wer~ then used w1th averages 
of the observed wind speed and the height of measurement to evaluate 
the combined coefficients, AyBy. Finally the value of A,, was deter
mined through division by B1; The averaye VC1lue~ for the constant 
parameters are given in Table 2. · · 
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TABLE 2. Length Scale Model Parameter Values 

Component Ay By cy. 

u 1.0 18 -0.2· 

v .80 15 -0.3 

w .68 4.6 -0.8 

Length Scale Distributions 

As in mo~t meteorological experiments the variation of mean values 
does not tell the whole story, the variations about the mean mu~t dlsu 
be described. The distributions of the integral time scales for each 
component were found to be log-normal for all sites. The log-normal 
distribution of time-scales does not necessarily require that the 
length scale distribution be log-nonnal. Log-normal length scale 
distributions follow only after a wind speed has been specified. How
ever, when the computed length scales are examined their distributions 
are approximately log-normal. The deviations of the length scale dis
tributions from log-normal are greater than those for the time scales, 
yet, they are not so great that a log-normal approximation is 
unreasonable. 

Figure 5 shows the distributions of vertical length scales completed 
from the climatological measurements at Lake Union. The distributions 
for 3 wind speed categories at 6.9 m and for the 3-5 m/s category at 
the 12,6, 24.8 and 48.2 m levels are shown. The slopes of different 
curves are similar which indicates that the standard deviation of the 
natural logarithms of the vertical length scale are independentof 
wind speed and height. The distributions, themselves, are positibned 
by the mean length scale which is a function of wind speed and. therefore 
of height. 

On the bas1s of the conclusions drawn from Figure 5 it was· hypoth
esized that the standard deviations for the longitudinal and lateral 
length scale were also independent of wind speed and height. This 
~ypothesis was examined u~ing thR lAngth scale data and found to huld 
within the limits of the observed conditions. There were insufficient 
observations during high wind speed conditions to check the hypothesis 
for wind speeds above 7 m/s. 

Assuming the validity of the above hypothesis it is possible to 
estimate the probability of observing a component length scale, Ly, 
within a finite range Ly - E to Ly + E through the conditional prciba
bility statement 
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-1/2 

P(L - ~ < L < L + EJ~) = y - y- y e 

(

.Q.n/\ -.Q.n[ )2 
s 

y 

df\ ( 13) 

where~ is the wind speed, Sy is the standard deviation of the values of 
.Q.n(Ly), and Ly is the mean length scale for the given wind speed. The 
values of s obtained from the survey are given in Table 3. It should be 
noted that there is little variation in the values between components 
or sites. A single value, sy = 0.5 could be used with little loss of 
accuracy of the mode 1 . · · 

TABLE 3. Standard Deviations of .Q.n(L ) y 

ComQonent 
Site Lu LV Lw 

Lake Union 0.48 0.53 0.50 

KIXI 0.49 0.49 0.48 

~EA .. TAC 0.51 0.55 0.48 

Summar,l and Conclusions 

In summary, an extensive turbulence measurement program was con
ducted in Seattle, Washington, to provide detailed information·on· 
turbulence in an urban environment for use in design and certification 
of V/STOL aircr~ft and V/STOL aircraft flight simulations. The data 
collected duri~g the study have been used to.examine the longHudinal, 
lateral and vertical wind velocity component length scales·in the 
direction of the mean wind. Results of the analysis indicate that 
these length scales are not significantly affected by the va~i~tions 
of surface roughness in an urban area. The climatological mean length 
scales for the horizontal components were found to be primarily related 
to wind ~peed and only secondarily to height above the ground. The 
vertical velocity length scale was found to be primarily related to 
the height above the surface and secondarily to wind speed. The 
observed length scales for all components were found to follow a log
rtormal distribution which had a variance that was independ~nt of both 
wind speed and height above ground. 
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